
 

 

One year ago, this coming April, I had the honor and pleasure to visit with Grant and Samantha 
Mahoney at their home in New Zealand. While visiting there, many great things affected my 
life but one particular thing that Grant did allowed me to prepare myself for the age that was 
coming. I had been privately inquiring in my heart about the tallit for I was suddenly being 
drawn to it. The tallit is also known as the prayer shawl and has ancient origins. I had noticed 
my friend Ian Clayton using one in worship and draping one over his pulpit while ministering. I 
had seen it before in the war ages and although it was cool looking it didn’t strike me as 
something I needed at that time. When Ian began to engage with it, I was struck by it and was 
drawn to it. I didn’t have the understanding at the time but knew something was about to 
happen. One day while in Grant and Sam’s home, Grant said that he had a very special gift for 
me. It was in the morning and I was sitting at their dining table. Ian was visiting and we were 
chatting when Grant came into the room with a little square black bag. Ian said, “Oh wow!”. He 
knew it was Grant's personal tallit. Grant took it out of the bag, unfolded it, and handed it to 
me. He said that Yahweh had asked him to give it to me. I didn’t even know what to do. I was 
first overwhelmed and besides that, I didn’t have any knowledge of how to handle it. Ian 
described the purpose of the four corners, along with the knots, known as the tzitzit, which 
represent the blessings.  When Grant and Ian robed me I immediately went somewhere. That 
somewhere was into Mount Zion. Mount Zion represents the third age of the ages of peace. 
   I am forever grateful for the revelation of the ages. When we, the people of The Rock of 
Mobile, began to enter the ages of peace on August 25th of 2009, we knew that everything was 
changing because the old and ancient things were becoming new. We heard the voices of heaven 
from Yahweh’s heart saying “COME UP HERE”. This was a dimensional change and shift that 
allowed us to enter this wonderful place. As we began our journey to learn or relearn so many 
things of this place, our hearts were willing to be taught about the ages and their purposes. The 
ages of peace consist of three ages... the age of the ecclesia, the age of Melchizedek and the age 
of Zion. 
   The age of the ecclesia began August 25th, 2009. It was about the cleaning up of our four 
corners; the north, south, east, and west. It was about the build up of the words of peace that 
Yahweh desired us to embrace instead of words of war. It was about our launching out into our 
individual words and becoming those words made flesh. When we had fully engaged and 
become this place then we would be sought out. We received this portion of being sought out 
from Isaiah 62:12. 
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   The age of Melchizedek is all about Yahweh’s version of the King and Priest in the market 
place. In this age, we began to engage the priesthood of Zadok instead of the Levitical 
priesthood. We also engaged the market place by the spirit instead of the typical Babylonian 
processes and patterns. We are now close to a great change from that old slavery pattern of 
Babylon to the pattern that will give way to the fullness of Yahweh’s desire prophesied in 
Revelations 17,18 and 19. 
   On August 25th of 2017, as we engaged together by the Spirit, we were seated in our throne 
rooms in Mount Zion. We entered our third age of peace, the age of Zion. This is where we will 
rule from for 24 years. We will rule in righteousness from our mercy seats to reveal judgment, 
for justice sake. 
   The tallit was a vital part of our seating ceremony. A transformation took place primarily in 
our understanding of this new position and place we had joined. The Seven Spirits of the Lord 
began to be more accessible in this great place and from under the tallit. 
   Since that amazing seating service, the tallit has been my way of going into the cloud of glory 
and into the mountain. This experience helps me maintain my position in Christ and remain 
seated for glory sake. I go under the cloud of the tallit not only by invitation but by my own 
desire but it is not just an experience it is a calling. My tallit goes with me everywhere, even 
though I may not bring it out in public. You could say it calls me into the cloud within the 
mountain. It is a wonderful place and I hope this will help explain how something so old has 
now become new. Blessings from Up Here and from within the mountain.


